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Libro Books takes on high cost of textbooks [The Day, New London,
Conn.]
Jan. 09--STONINGTON -- Randy Rubenstein was sick
of spending nearly $300 for a college textbook and then,
at the end of the semester, perhaps getting $50 back
when he sold it.
So the Waterford resident hooked up with Stonington
entrepreneur Park Hersant during an internship at
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The company now includes coders Jeremy Battye and
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getting substantial traffic online, the partners said. Even a
little bite of the $4.3 billion used textbook market will be a
substantial amount of revenue, they figure.
"We have transactions," Hersant said during a meeting at his home, "but it doesn't have all the
features and functionality we want yet."
Hersant, who helped fund the app's development over the summer, said the partners took the
"agile" approach to building out the app, which gets a product out to the public quickly while
adding bells and whistles as time goes on. This user-centered approach allows developers to
react to customer feedback and make sure the design meets evolving needs and desires, the
partners said.
"We're getting a lot of traffic," said Battye, the lead programmer.
Hersant said Libro Books has competitors, but they tend to be centered on individual universities.
Their idea was to allow students from colleges nationwide to sell books easily and conveniently
to one another by building an app that allows them to quickly scan the bar codes on textbooks
(which pulls up all relevant data), set a price and post their offer within 30 seconds.
If a book isn't in the database, the app also quickly allows manual input of basic information.
Books now must be shipped to students, but soon the app will include a button allowing buyers
and sellers to arrange a transaction at a local Starbucks or other public place, they said.
"The beauty is in the simplicity," said Hersant. "If it's not slick, if it's not awesome ... no one is
going to use it."
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The app has a simple two-color design. With one click of a button, a smartphone's scanning
device is turned on, and with another click the bar code is read and book identified.
"I wanted something very easy to use," said Riquelme, a Chilean who lives in Storrs and serves
as lead database engineer, speaking during a Skype session conferenced in from his country's
capital in Santiago.
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Riquelme, who graduated early from ECSU, and Battye, still a senior at the college, had won
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to hash out the design over the summer to get the Apple app up and running by October.
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"I got like two hours sleep all summer," joked Battye, from Redding, Mass., estimating that the
program includes about 7 million lines of code. "We had a lot of energy drinks. We busted our
butts."
Along the way, the partners have learned a ton about programming, business development,
sales, marketing and other aspects of entrepreneurship. One lesson was that their app might
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have been better developed for the Android first, since folks with iPhones and other Apple
devices tend not to be as hard up financially as those with lower-cost phones, Hersant said.
So the next major project for the partners is to do the coding for an Android app. At the same
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time, they are looking internationally, planning to introduce a Spanish version of the Android app
in Panama and Colombia by next summer.
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"It's moving at a much faster pace than we originally thought," Battye said.
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Hersant said colleges have exclusive arrangements with companies such as Barnes & Noble to
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sell books, so ECSU and other universities are not able to endorse the Libro Books app. But he
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said ECSU officials are certainly rooting for the project to succeed.
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"These students learned what they are doing from Eastern," Hersant said.
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Libro Books makes money by tagging on a 10 percent fee to the price the buyer pays. But by
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bypassing the huge markups for used items at college bookstores, they expect to be saving
students a substantial amount of money on the average annual textbook spending of $1,200 a
year per person.
"The bookstores rob you," Battye said.
Hersant cited statistics showing 30 percent of college students avoid buying or renting textbooks
because they cannot afford to pay the costs.
Hersant said Libro Books has been marketing mostly through YouTube, Facebook and Google,
with searches for used textbooks quickly moving up the search standings so that the company is
starting to be recognized more and more. And sales are heating up.
But for the team at Libro Books LLC, making money is down on the list of priorities. Hersant said
he doubts the app will be terribly profitable; the main motivation is to save money for students.
But a handful of other projects the team is planning could turn the world of used textbooks on its
ears, he promised.
"The demand is huge," Hersant said.
l.howard@theday.com
Twitter: @KingstonLeeHow
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